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About This Content

Do you love seeing maps with detailed towns and buildings, but lack the artistic skill to create them yourself? Then this pack is
just for you.

Fantastic Buildings: Medieval contains 45 detailed and unique buildings that are ready to be used in your maps. Some can even
be combined with different tiles for alternate versions. Just select the building in the editor, and place it on the map - it's that

simple!

This pack contains:

A variety of functional buildings such as inns/pubs, stables, churches, tents and NPC homes.

Specialized buildings such as blacksmith, guild and castle.

Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!

Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.

Bonus: Tile object details (gallows, lamp posts, garden/farm fields, market stalls, castle walls, hanging signs), Tile A4
ground tiles and parallax extras.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Fantastic Buildings: Medieval
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Celianna
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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Pretty good. Liked the original Zuma for mindless entertainment. This one is more of the same.. One of the best games i have
played. Started playing the game back in 1999 with the original AT.
Still in love with this game 2017.
To bad AT 2 was a blow, was really looking forward to it. Well maybe AT 3 will be once produced and be somewhat similar to
the original game.. awesome graphics and beautiful music!. IT S GOOD
. Joined a public server. Sensitivity was way too high. Pressed escape to change sensitivity. Got killed. Escape menu stayed on
screen but no cursor. Pressed escape. Cursor came on but escape menu disappeared and I couldn't aim or move. Got killed again
a few times. Figured out how to solve this and finally could aim and move. Spotted a person. Aimed at his face and shot. Entire
screen started shaking like my guy had a micro-stroke. Guy died. Figured out you can run and double-jump. Got stuck in
geometry. Died. Got stuck in geometry a few more times. Pressed Alt + F4.

At its current state, the game is hilariously bad. I hope the devs find time to fix all the bugs and actually make this a decent
experience.

Oh and don't even bother setting the details on something else than Fastest or you're gonna have a bad time.. THIS is the DLC
you are looking for.
it expands the tree, so that you dont have to go one gun at a time, it does not UNlock every gun in the game, so you still have
some goals and something to work twoards.
and its 1\/10th the price of there "lifetime GUNS Dlc" which ive read does not include the various other models they make like
animals and cars.

buy it.. not yet to play it
but i hope developer bring big update for this

. I re-enacted the Bee Movie and I regret nothing.. Great game! I was surprised at how good it looks for how old it is.
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STAY CLEAR!
no mouse support and from what i've seen on the forum they are too lazy too make it work.
their excuse is "our game is different". as if.
I wouldn't play this even if a was paid to do it

This developer goes on my stay-away-from list. You have to want to play the faction and/or the campaign for it. The base game
already includes all of the units and creatures as can be found randomly as neutral spawns on the map. And I dont believe there
are any new artifacts or spells. You only get access to actually playing the new faction units, and the heroes that have the new
faction talent tree line that is unique the faction. It's pretty good, it's pretty fun. It's not overpowered, and it's not necessary. I got
it on a sale. I would recommend it if you want to play the faction or the extra campaign.. This review has been updated - The
game is still bad.

I can't recommend this, don't let the positive reviews sucker you in like it did me.

The game is very cryptic to start, way too cryptic to be any fun, along with the morphing heads and bodies which is hilariously
stupid. The game didn't age well, that is very apparant.

So, you start with a lead pipe and the controls are an absolute MESS, be prepared to rebind every last control that there is in this
game. Also, without a guide you are pretty lost. You have no idea what to do and you're kind of just plopped there. Oh, and the
quick save function doesn't work, you must manually save unless you want to hear "ill kill those two ♥♥♥♥ers" about 80 times
while trying to figure out what to do.

Also, it's worth mentioning that the lead pipe that the game starts you with (THAT IS UNHOLSTERED) scares the very first
NPC away, hes technically the very first NPC you meet aside from "those two ♥♥♥♥ers", but he runs like a ♥♥♥♥♥ and
your instict tells you to beat his♥♥♥♥♥ if you do this you lose out on the crowbar, so holster your weapon and don't you dare
touch it until you speak to him and beat up the people right next to him, but BE CAREFUL, if you unholster your weapon too
close to him he will just run away anyway because the games fun like that.

So I looked at a guide to just get started, and it tells me i need to get this radiator thing for this guy at a pawn shop that i didn't
know about until after i consulted the guide (there is a tiny button the size of a dime you need to press to get in), I proceeded to
get my quest from the broker at the pawn-o-matic and proceeded down an alley.

After this I encountered two guards and poceeded to start dying to them over and over, I took a quick look at the guide again
and it told me to wait till the game on the radio gets exciting on the so they run over to it, and so I did - except they don't do
what the guide says because one guard glitches and runs around the ramp to the radio twice in order to get to it and causes death
immediately with his shot gun if he sees you.

So, anyway, I do this part, I get the radiator thing in order to get my pistol because the melee is crap in this game, I quick save,
like an idiot, just because i forgot it doesn't function correctly and I immediately die upon walking out of the depot to the same
two stupid guards because the guard was glitching over to the radio again. I went to reload my save and by accident started a new
game because you can start a new game at any time, this is crazy to me because its on the exact same menu as load game. I tried
to load after realizing this and it put me back at the "pawn o matic" before i did anything because my quick save didn't work. At
this point I just quit out of frustration and how stupid it all is to progress.

To all wondering why you can't just go to the next level, well, I did that the first time, you end up in the sewers, they all have
shotguns that can shoot you from africa, you don't have a gun if you didn't get it from level one and you just die over and over.
It's best to start a new game if you just ran to the second level.

I know this story sounds ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, and like a "oh hes exaggerating" story or "he's an idiot, hes not playing it right" story
but no, this game is a steaming pile of dog crap. I will get downvoted for this because the nostalgia gets in the way, but no, this is
crap. Plain and simple. not worth $5 when it was on sale and SURELY not worth the 10 they are asking. Into the garbage pile it
goes along with classics like monday night combat and the like. Good riddance.. Great Hero's Beard is a fantastic pick-up for its
current price of £1.69. I can strongly recommend this game to fans of incremental games (categorised as 'Clicker' by Steam).

I am extremely fond of this game, and I have spent the last couple of days eating toast and pork pies whilst saving princesses. I
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will keep a very close eye on this game, as its developers continue to do their job very well. I do however feel confused by it
lending itself to the term 'Clicker' or 'Incremental', giving it a sort of stigma in the eyes of some gamers and yet doesn't fully
lend itself to those categorisations. It falls short as a true incremental game due a lack of endless progression, I understand that
what steam categorises it as, and what its developers are actually making are two different things.

There are a couple of problems I have with its current state, that being its lack of endless progress as I previously stated and it's
limitations surrounding 'stat points' and 'skill points'. It also limits the amount of times you can 'prestige' or 'ascend' (60x
currently) further limiting my potential enjoyment with this game. That being said, even with these limitations in place I still
find myself thoroughly enjoying my time spent in this game.

In summary, I think it has flaws but with a great deal of potential and a solid foundation to build upon. I'm certain this game can
become a staple in the market of incremental games across the internet given time.. pay2win ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. this game gave
me ptsd.
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